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ATTENTION VICTIMS RIGHTS LITIGATORS

AMERICANS FOR EFFECTIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT, INC.

960 State National Bank Plaza
Evanston, Illinois 60201 (312—866-8400)

The author of the first article in this journal is the Executive Director of Americans for Effective Law Enforcement, Inc. (AELE). AELE is a national, not-for-profit corporation dedicated to representing the rights of the law-abiding citizen in the criminal justice system.

The Victims Rights Center of AELE has been recently established and funded. One of the primary purposes of this Center is to develop a national research and action center concerned with victims rights legislation.

The first step in operating the Center will be to develop a central research library on victims rights litigation which, because we are already funded, will be made available at no cost to the users, to anyone concerned with litigation which seeks to vindicate the rights of the victims of crime. To our knowledge no such library exists today.

We urgently request any attorneys who are involved in victims rights litigation such as is described in the lead article to contact our office because we would like to know of anything going on in the field. We seek an exchange of pleadings, briefs, memoranda of law motions, etc. The Center will pay Xeroxing costs and postage for data sent in, but, please, to avoid duplication, call us, TOLL FREE, 800-323-3740.

Thank you.